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In this paper we \vill sha;v hol .. 7 increased channel loading and out
put capability' affects the perform.::mce levels of future CATV 
amplifiers. The cxpe eted operating .levels of the transistors used 
in CATV amplifiers to::no:-rm·.r i :s shov.."TI to be much greater than in 
the past. Trans is tor non-·line ari ties causing cross-modulation, 
second order and triple beat forms of distortion, are discussed 
in light of ir~cre?sed pea~ output c.apc:bility . A new transistor 
design and its performance in a disc.rete. CAT.V amplifier circuit 
is presented. 

1. Hm·7 expansion of ch~En·~ _ _ lo~~~ng affects CATV amPlifi'2r and 
transistor desi gn. 

A review of the his tory of cross-modulation specifica tior:s 1vould 
appear in order at this point. and is shm,'n in Table I. Note that 
early ::;yt;Lems •.verc !:>pec.i.l'led -Lor· 9 Lu lZ c.i.I a.uue:l.. L:cq.J ctL:ll..:-· .1.11c 

trend since 196!+ has been to add pilot, FH, mid and s uperband 
channels. The pre';icusly shmvn cres s-mod specifica tion necessi-·· 
tates not only hi gher output capab i lity, so that more 2.mplifiers 
can be eascaded, but al s o ne.cess:Lt a tes :.ncrease:d channel capa
bility. Let's take a closer look at ho-v7 channel loading affects 
not only amplifier desi.gn but the design of transistors used in 
those amplifiers. Applying the specifications given for the 1964 
amplifier, the peak output pmver capability per channel is calcu
lated as follmvs: 

Single c.h?..nnel outfut levels into 75 ohms 
+42 d13mV ( =) 12 6 mV ( =) 1. 68 rnA. &.'1S 
Average power -::: E x I = 2.11 J.M' 
Peak pmver = /2 E v~ /2 I = 4.22 ~W 

\fuen more than one channel is pre sent, and, dependin g upon the 
phase relAtionship b e tweert the signals pres ent a.t. only one instant 
in time, the peak output power can e xceed the calculated level 
for a sir ... gle channel. Although th e ave raze paver of the output 
signal is the sum o f the avenJ.ge pmv-e r of each signnl present, 
the peak output pov: e r can be se~,leYal times the average pmv-er. 
We will nm·I s e e h mv p e ak er,ve lope power leve l s of the 9 channel 
amplifier compare v.ri th today l s c.nd torr.orro-v1' s amplifier. 

Table II gives the c a1~ulated c ut. put pe e..k voltage, current and 
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Table I 

History of cross-modulation specifications for 
an all-om1d transistor mainline amplifier 

Channel loading 
(flat response) 

9 

20 

35 

9 

12 

20 

35 

Year 

Peak CATV amplifier 

Channel loading and 
level into 75 ohms 

ch @ +42 dBmV ( 19 64) 

ch @ +46 dBmV (.1968) 

ch @ +50 dBmV ( 19 72) 

dBmV output capability 
for -5/ dB XM 

1964 

42 

41 

Table II 

1968 

48 

46 

1972 

56 

50 

output levels for -57 dB XM 

Volts Current Power 
(V) (rnA) (mW) 

1.6 21~ 4 34. 

5.66 75.3 426 

15.6 209 3300 
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pCMer specifications for the amplifiers previously mentioned in 
Table I. The requirements for increased capacity and output 
level dramatically increased the peak levels of voltage, as shown 
in Fig. 1, and power in Fig. 2. It can be expected that the 
operating levels of the output semiconductors of neHer amplifiers 
will have to provide these peak levels in addition to b e ing 
linear. The nomograph in Fig. 3 allows us to take a quick look 
at what the very minimum operating points of a device Hould have 
to be. Besides offering second order cancellation,a push-pull 
output stige provides better efficiency for an additional 3 dB 
output capability. Assuming a push-pull output stage was needed 
to meet the 35 c;hannel operating level of +50 dBtnV, ~ve next choose 
the collector load line impedance ~.;e expect to operate on. Since 
the curve was initially constructed for 12 channel operation, the 
output level contours must be corrected by approximately 5 dB to 
represent peak device requirements for 35 channel operation. The 
output contour is thus determined to be (+50 -3 +5) +52 dBmV. On 
the nomograph the 150 ~ collector load intersects the +52 dBmV 
locus at VeE = 9. SV and Ic = 65 rnA. 

In addition to these specifications the end item user expects 
improved noise figure and efficiency so that he may be able to 
cascade· more amplifiE.rs and lo~ver his cost per mile. Cost and 
reliability ar2 always important in consumer service and these 
factors find their 1vay back to the equipment and component 
manufacturer as tougher specifications. 

As a semiconductor manufacturer TlliJ has been providing discrete 
devices and hybrid function modules specifically to the CATV 
industry for several years. The realization of the increased 
need for output capability, \vhich ~ve have just shoHn, caused TRH 
to accelerate its intensive R&D effort o~ the development of 
transistor devices capable of meeting the future industry needs 
while continually upgrading present products. To do this we 
started our investigation at the beginning; the design of a high 
power, high frequency, linear amplifier. 

Once an amplifier is designed it is constructed \vith mostly 
passive co~ponents. Resistors, capacitors and inductors used in 
CATV amplifiers are normally linear devices and do not directly 
contribute to the resulting distortion levels. The most gener
ally applied technique for loHering distortion is the application 
of negative feedback. Since we know the feedback lvill reduce 
distortion, stabilize operating point, and increase frequency 
response, 1ve expett that some form of feedback will be us ed. If 
a single stage, for example, exhibits 1% distortion and we can 
apply 10 dB of feedback, the dis tort ion and gain is reduced by 
10 dB. It's obvious that it lvouid he better to have 0.1 % distor
tion to start v.·i th and reduce that initial level by 10 dB 1vi th the 
feedback. The approach taken by R&D at TRVJ has been to provide 
the semiconductor division 't.;ith the design of an ultra-linear 
transistor lvith increased dynamic range. This device des ign 
has set new standards . of performance in th e reduction of 
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distortion in the f orm of c ross-reodulation, se cond o r de r and 
triple beat. In order to develop this highly linear microwave 
transistor, an in-depth investi3ation into all of the non
linearities of a bipolar transistor was initiated. 

2. Transistor non-linearities 

2.1 Relati9nship of o~tput capability and dynamic load line 

The minimum transistor bias requirements for the above mentioned 
+SO dBrnV output capability were presented in Fig. 3. Next we 
transfer the bias point (A) to a set of over-idealized transistor 
transfer characteristics and construct a dynamic load line, slope 
equal to -1/RL, with the expected peak voltage swings, Fig. 4a. 
Having complet ed this operation it becomes apparent that when the 
signal suings positive, increasing voltage, it vlill transverse to 
a VeE voltage of zero, · provided the device had no limiting 
resistance. However transistors, like tubes, have their limita-· 
tions. A slightly more representative set of device curves Hith 
a load line is shown in Fig. 4b. Note that for the same bias 
point, wh en the signal swin gs positive, it will transverse into 
a very '10nlinear current region and ~.;rhen decreasing, the signal 
will be limited by the saturation resistance of the device. 
These nonlinear regions, cutoff and saturation, cat~e severe 

· clipping of the si 2;nal and car: be avoided by increasing the bias 
current and voltage to the point C where the expected voltage 
and curren:..: .S'iving is well \,rithin tbe ccJpabili tv of the device. 
All quality CATV amplifiers .:1re designed with bias points vell 
within the device characteristics and are analyzed over the 
expected temperature range to insure bias point stability. 

The temperature of the active portion of the device is given by, 

T (Pb. + P . 1 )8. + T las slgna JC s 

and 
dT ( dP, + dP ) 8 . . 

0 s J c 

He have chosen the bias point and load line to follm,1 a constant 
pO'iver contour so that dfb= 0. ' The ir:npa.ct of synchronous multi
channel operation :i.s seen in that dPsignal is the poHer in a 
single channel tii:1t?.s the n uTnber of channels.. Th~ relative change 
in temperature is then: 

dT/T -NdP 6 . /(VCIC8. + T ), 
S JC JC S 

since Psignal is initially zero and dP~ is m.:1de zero by the choice 
of load line. Th e change is ncgati ve s ine(';; pm.;rer is removed via 
the output signal. The chan ge in d~ rel~tive to the ope rating 
temperature is plotted versus output level for 9, 12, 20, and 
35 chc.nnc:ls in Fig. 5. The impact of ::his change on various 
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parameters can be significant at low cross-modulation levels. 
For example, Fig. 6 shows the temperature variation in resis
tivity of typical collector and base material. 

2. 3 Collector non--linearity 

Nearly all CATV amplifier circuits are designed to have minimum 
capacitance (junction, me tal, stray) projected across the col
lector circuit in order tc obtain the wide ban.dtvidths required. 
Ho\vever there is another reason to minimize the output circuit 
capacity. Where a high frequency signal is present the collector 
will see a reactive load. ~wing to the angle between the 
sinusoidal current and voltage in reactive loads, the collector 
current will not have the same value for increasing collector 
voltage that it has for decreasing voltages. The load line is a 
form of an ellipse, varying from a straight line for a pure 
resistive collector load to a circle for loads of pure reactance. 
Fig. 7 shmvs that for extreme s1v- ings the elliptical load line can 
swing in to nonlinear re gions of the device. Micrmvave po,ver 
transistors exhibit t"~JO fixed output capacitances plus junction 
and stray capacitances which degrade second order, cross
modulation, and triple beat performance. 

r..Je have discussed the importance of minimizing fixed capacitance 
to reduce the elliptical load line. The forms of fixed capaci
tance significant in bipolar transistors are metal over oxide 
(MOS) .:::._';.d hec.der (;!" c:as 12 capac: tance. Great ca-r-e ha::: be en takef' 
by semicondt.ictor manufacturers in the design of their devices to 
reduce the area of metallization over silicon oxide and make the 
silicon oxide as thick as possible to reduce the · basic chip 
capacitance. Since a poor package can often have much more stray 
capacitance than the chip exhibits, ne1v stripline packages with 
lmv- parasitic lead inductance, case capacitance, and excellent 
thermal characteristics were developed. 

The properties of any semiconductor junction are a function of 
the voltage across it and the current through it. The collector
base junction capacitance is inversely proporiional to the col
lector emitter voltage and barely inde pe ndent of the collector 
current at the low l evel class "A" bias for linear CATV. A large 
VeE bias is desired to minimize Cob as well as dC0 b/dVc£, the 
differential of C

0
b with respect to VeE· 

The collector capacitance is the result of th e parallel plate 
analogue of the lvidenin g colle ctor-base depletion region. This 
widening gives ris e to a non-linearity in the collector resist-
ance , rc, which is a resistor with length equal to the epitaxial 
thickne s s minus the junction deJ?th and the depletion v . .ridth. To 
minimize the ·r es i s t 211ce, the epi taxi a! layer should be bare ly 
thick enough to contain th 2 de pletion width plus a lit~le cus hion 
for s e cond breakdmvn r es i s tan ce . Again a large VeE is desired to 
reduce rc and to minimize dr c/dVcz since the depletion width 
variation i s least at high VeE· 
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The magnitude of Cob could be reduced by using a higher collector 
resistivity; but that would be at the expense of the collector 
resistance and the allowable current density, which hasn't been 
a good tradeoff. Actually , device ruggedness requires thicker, 
higher resistivity epitaxial layers at the expense of performance. 

As noted earlier, when pm~er is taken from the device the tem
perature drops and the result is a decrease in rc. This will be 
reflected as a decrease in VcE(SAT) an.d an increase in fT, both 
of which cause a gain expansion a~d second order distortion. 

2.4 Emitter-base non-linearities 

There are t\vo iden~ified non-linearities associated with the 
emitter base junction, a shift in the contact potential, VBE, and 
the multifaceted effects of temperature. The rnicrmv-ave transis
tors used in CATV amplifiers have the injection shift due to 
crowding from the bottom of the emitter to some point up the side, 
where the concentration and hence VBE is hi gher. This shift in 
injection and VBE is effective ly suppressed at typical bias. 
currents by the us e of a shallmv diffusE:d emitter Hith a second 
contact. This forces injection at the bottom of the emitter mvay 
from the edge. It also avoids a premature roll-off of B and fT 
with current as a result of a wider base when injection shifts up 
the side. The simple diode equation becomes: 

I 
e 

and one realize s that saturation current, the nominal 26 milli
volts, and the intrinsic concentr&tion are all functions of 
temperature. 

First order contribution of the base-emitter non-linearity to 
second and third orcie r distortion has been observed and analyzed 
in several pap8rs. 1 ' 2 By observing the familiar ide al diode 
current-voltage relationship, Fi g . 8, He I·Jou:L::l expect the dis
tortion due to op e ration at ab·out point A for a small excursion 
in base-emitter voltage to be very small as the 2urve at t~is 
point appears very strai ght. But, He are tal kin g about distortion 
on the orde r of 100 dB dmvn and that is appro x:_i_mately 0.001 % 
non-linearity . Note t~e nonlinear e~p~nential characteristic of 
current with respe2t to volt a ge , in the diode equation. 

From the equations of Hallinckrodt1 He have gen e r a t e d a family 
of curve s repres ent ing th e deg ree of second and third order dis
tortion as a ~m1ction of both emitt E: r current and device current 
gain, Fig. 9, 10. 

As can be seen f rom Fig . 10 it appears that the third order 
distortion t e ·r:-m disappears at uniqu2 v alues of curr ent ga in 2.nd 
emitte r curre<1 t. (..L::! ll in ckr cd t a~.s o shcnvs t:h is sharp null is 
dependent l!!1 0 ll so\:.r ce r esis t ance .) 1wo i.mportant f a ctors obtained 
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from Figs. 9 and 10 are the reduction in second and third order 
distortion due to low current gain and high emitter current. 
These conclusions are verified from our knowledge of the ideal 
diode current-voltage relationship shown in Fig. 8. Higher 
~urrent gain implies lower base current drive (point B) operating 
in the more nonlinear base-emitter region. Likewise higher cur
rent requiring more base drive forces the device to operate in 
the more linear region of the base emitter junction characteristic. 

2.5 Power gain non-linearity 

Cross-modulation and other distortions are the result of a non
linear pmver transfer curve. The factor relating the output pmver 
to the input power is the power gain of the transistor amplifier, 
which is given by, 

p 
g 

The fT is related to the low frequency beta by, 

fT Bcf/(1 + jf/fT). 

It can be seen from the equation that not only does beta roll off 
\vith frequency, but there is also a phase shift. Upon expanding 
the pm..rer transfer cu·.cve into a power series~ many of the coeffi
cients normally considered real will be imaginary leading to 
additional null possibilities. The obvious design goal is a high 
fT to reduce the beta roll-off and phase shift. For an fr of 
4 GHz the beta roll-off is pushed out past the superband and the 
phase shift is cnly a few degrees. The pmve.r gain is then: 

The negative temperature shift "t;vhen signal power is removed 
reduces Bo resulting in a compression and cross-modulation. The 
effect of frequency will result in compression in the high band 
unless appropriate feedback is employed. 

Of particular interest are the effects of ~C and Vc on the rbCc 
product. With increasing Vc, ~~ increases via base narrowing, 
giving rise to gain compression and Cc decreases giving rise to 
gain expansion. With increasing eurrent D~ can decrease, with 
base widening, givin g rise to gain expansion. Increasing Ic can 
also decrease Cc for further gain expansion. If the magnitudes 
of the distortions are nearly equal and oppcsite, nulls can result 
from increasing Vc Mtd be retraced as the result of increasing 
current. Shallo~..r diffused processing Hith higher base concen
trations reduces dr-b/dVcE a.nJ drb/dic since there is less dE.ple
tion of the collector-base junction into the base region. Again 
high VeE lowers Cc and dCc/dVc. 
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2.6 S-parameter contour evaluation 

The distortion parameters, previously described, characterize the 
device in teyms of me asured quantities, such as, hFE' Cob' e.tc., 
at lower than operating frequencies. 

Muller indicated that a good measure of output capability, i.e., 
linearity, could be obtained by taking the forv1ard S-parameters 
ls21l 2 of a device over the expected current and voltage operating 
range and frequency. He showed that the more non-linear the 
I S21l 2 paramete r, forv1ard transducer gain, the more output dis
tortion Hould be pres ent. Carrying this concept further, we can 
project a load line on the fonvard transfer characteristics ls21l 2 

to obtain a relative feel for its non-linear contribution. As an 
example · Fig. 11 shows the I s 21! 2 parameter· for a low-noise small
signal MATV device. 1he load line required for 35 channel output 
level intersects several constant contours indicating the relative 
distortion contribute d by this parameter. The next figure repre
sents the constant I S21l 2 contours for a medium pmver micrmvave 
transis t"or normally used in a class C mode. Although its non
linear contribution is less than the previous device it is still 
too large to be of use in low cross-modulation amplifiers. In 
the analysis used at TRW to develop an ultra-lin ear RF transistor 
we have gene several steps furth er. These steps are the analysis 
of the b ehavior of all four S-parameters at band edges and over 
the exp e cted operatin g range. The reason this some\vhat elaborate 
analysj.s is taken, is tn deter~ine which of the previously men
tioned n::m-lin earities is the most dominant one at a particular 
operating point. 

The I S21 i 2 contour of the CATV device shmvn in Fig. 12 e xhibits 
much gr~ater lineari t y over the load line than either of the two 
previously shown devices. The analysis now proceeds to the 
invest:igation of th e effe cts of the other S-p a rameters. The S11 
and s22 contours, shown in Fi g . 13, represent the amount of 
signal r e fl e ct e d by the device at certain voltage and current 
bias points . Projectin g a typica l load line over th e s e input and 
output character i stic curves and visualizin g several instantaneous 
operat ing points \v e obtain a f eel for the amount o f di s tortion 
contribut e d due to th e n oi1-lir..ec.r input and output be h2.vior. 

S-parame ter characterist i cs allow us to measure the combine d 
effects of colle ctor-satura tion, cutoff, current gain n on 
linearity, conduction modulation, e tc., at the ope rat ing f r e quen
cies. By furth e r an a l ysis of these plots , us i ng t he· i deas 
presen te d in the \vork of LinvilJ. and Gibbof:. s 3 1 ,,re have b een able 
to assign the domi nant di s tortion contribut i ng fa ct ors in the 
device . What we have lea rned through all of this analysi s has 
been applie d to the des i gn of our almos t tota l l y cros s-modulation 
free SLAM , a Supe r Linear And Hicrmvave transis tor. 
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3. The SLAM transistor 

The SLAM transistor is a matrix patten1, which has an emitter like 
an expanded tic-tac-toe diagram vrith base contacts in the open
ings of the matrix or grid. The emitter perimeter to base area 
ratio is 7 for good microwave performance and operation over the 
CATV band. The photolithography of 0.1 mil lines and 0.07 mil 
space has produced good yields. As stated earlier the emitter 
is contacted through a final oxide layer rather than being con
tacted through the emitter diffusion opening as other microwave 
transistors are. This produces more linear operation by forcing 
injection uniformly across the bottom of the emitter. 

Shallow diffusions with high base and emitter sheet resistances 
are employed to achieve better b~se transport . The steeper 
diffusion front of the shallmv- base diffusion also serves to 
reduce the collector-base depletion back into the base re gion. 
The highest collector concentration consistent with device rug
gedness toward second breakdmv-n and energy surge, further sup
presses tollector-base depletion back into the base region. The 
higher emitter sheet resistance, in conjunction with the con
tacted emitter pattern provides significant ballasting for bal
anced operation of this micrm·Iave trans is tor at CATV frequencies 
The metallizing on the device is currently :1 long-life nichrome
aluminum with more than adequate cross-sectional area and a glass 
overcoating to avoid electromigration and other reliability 
problems. A tungsten-gold m~tallizing system, for even longer 
operating lifetime is nearing completion in R&D. 

4. Distortion performance of the SLAM in discrete CATV a.mplifler 
circuits. 

The proof of a successful transistor chip nesign is left in the 
hands of the circuit designer. That circuit designer usually has 
little or no knowledge of what has gone into the development of 
the device. Unique in the industry is the approach taken at TRW 
\vhere device and circuit en gineers work toge ther tmv-ard a mutual 
understanding of the important distortion factors and their 
reduction. 

To evaluate the performance of SLAM devices it Has first necessary 
to characterize it by S-pararneters as sho\\711 earlier. The parame
ter values were then combine d with a circuit design computer 
program to optimize the feedback for gain flatness and input/ 
output impedance match to 1000 }lliz. Because the device exhibits 
considerable current gain phase shift over frequency small ex ter
nal matching elements are added to further improve flatness. 

Initial cross....:modulation performance of the design is shmm in 
Fig. 1~ thru 16. Device XM-28 had a 12 channel flat cross
modulation performance bette r than -65 dB on both channel s 2 and 
13. The figures indicate tha t the optimum voltage and current 
ranges for maximum per f orman.ce o.re very broad and the device 
appears well behaved. 
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Mentioned previously \vere the possible effects of temperature 
and thermal modulation in producing cross-modulation. By lowering 
the jenction tempera ture and forcing the thermal cross-modulation 
upward, there appears in cross-modulation/current curves an 
improvement in cross-modulation for 16 volt VeE and bad behavior 
at 17 and 18 volts. This is due to the fact that some of thermal 
components of cross-modulation exhibit a phase term in their 
coefficient. The various phases change as a function of collec
tor voltage, current, output level, temperature and frequency. It 
should not be suprising by now to imagine one instant in time an 
upward modulation caused by lo-w-band signals and a do\vmvard 
modulation caused by superband sl.gnals resulting in an apparent 
cross-modulation level of -100 dB. This could also be accomplished 
by changin g t h e form contribution of thermal modulation to null 
out base-- ei.nitter non-linearity. This was done as shown in Fig. 16 
where th e additive cross-modulation components at a poor bias 
point we r e modified by changing the duty cycle and repetition 
rate of the modulation. This reduced the thermal modulation 
effect .of the junctions and resulted in cross-modulation level 
of -90 dB, Fig. 17. 

Itfs apparent that the complex cross-modulation levels measured 
here do net refl e ct the cross-modulation produced only by a 
real third o r der non-linearity term. A truer indication of the 
magnitude of the third order contribution is obtained by measuring 
the triple beat pei" f crm.ance of the device. The results of this 
te~t; ~~~. 18, indicate that the triple beat charact8risti~ was 
smooth, no nulling b ehavior, and that the best triple beat was 
close to the best cross-modulation level. We would expect that 
the triple beat leve l would be slightly more than 20 dB below 
the measured cross-modulation as shown by Simons 4 . This is if 
the cross--modulation is dominantly third order and phase 
independe nt. 

It has been brought out by some that cross--modulation due to 
thermal modulation is not as important as triple beat performance. 
They ar gue that in actual usage the device will never experience 
synchronous modulation and therefore the ther1nal modulation con
tribution wi ll b e zero. We caution purchas e rs of equipment and 
devices against adoptj_n g this view. Besides the major networks 
many inde pe ndents are using ' atomic clocks to de rive their timing 
standards. This means that the chance of true synchronous modu
lation is ever incre asing and that the worst case NCTA cross
modulation tes .t for output capability is still a very valid one. 

Although we' ve limite d most of our discussion to cross-modulation · 
effects, a de vice with only good cross-modulation is useless. 
Along with r e ducing cross-modulation we were able to design and 
control the de v i ce pa r ame ters to reduce second order distortion 
at a p a rticular bias point. At some bias points the base emitter 
second or de r non- lin e ar i ty will cancel the collector-base second 
order con t r ibution givin g a null or min i mum in the distortion 
level as s hmv-n in Fi g . 19 . ~.Je nre also able to guarantee this 
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null point when the device is used properly over the c01~plete 
operating band of frequencies. Of course. as shown by the curves 
the relative width of the null for a given second order level is 
dependent upon both voltage and current bias points. Care must 
be taken by circuit designers to insure that the bias circuits 
are capable of providing the degree of bias stability required 
over temperature according to the level of performance desired. 

A single stage transformerless amplifier design shown in Fig. 21 

performed as follows: 

Frequency response: 
Gain: 
Gain flatness: 
Cross-mod @ +50 
2nd order @ +50 

V CC = + 2L~ V, I C 

Return loss: 

dBmV: 
dBmV: 

100 mA 

5 MHz to 1000 MHz 
7dB 
±0. 5 dB 
-85 dB Ch 2 and Ch 13 
-76 dB Ch 2 
-72 dB Ch G 
-74 dB Ch 13 

>16 dB so-2so MHz 

T\vo stages were combined to evaluate the additive effects on 
performance and to obtain a minimum gain of 15 dB over a some\vhat 
smaller bandwidth. Because of the stray circuit elements the 
flatness and input match are not indicative of \vhat can be obtained 
vThen this circuit is transformed to hybrid form where the para
sitic::: =.!."e designed i~!te tl1e :r.9.t(:hing an~~ g2.i:: fl.:!.~!l e~;s n<::t~: :--::- :-: s _ 

Two stage performance: 

Frequency response: 
Gain: 
Gc.in flatness: 
Cross-mod ± +50 dBmV: 
2nd order @ +50 dBmV: 
vee = +24V, rc = 196 rnA 

Return loss: 

5-1000 MHz 
18 dB 
±0.5 dB 
-82 dB 
-66 all three channels 

>18 c!B 
>16 dB 
>10 dB 

50-250 MHz 
250-500 Mllz 
500-1000 MH z 

Next a four stage circuit \vas fabricated and exhibited the 
follm-zi ng ch:1rc.cteris tics: 

Ft·equenc.y respons e : 
Gain: 
Cross-mod @ +50 di mV: 

2nd order (j +50 c.l BmV: 

N. F. : 
vee = 24V, rc tot al 

5-300 MHz 
30 dB ±0. 5 dB 
-72 dB Ch 2 
--78 dB Ch 13 
--60 dB Ch 2 
-64 dB Ch G 
-64 dB Ch i3 
9. tl dB Ch 13 

200 mA 



Return loss: 

5. Conclusions 

>18 dB 
>16 dB 

50-250 MHz 
250-500 MHz 

This work serves to demonstrate that distortion (cross-modulation, 
second order, triple beat, etc.) in CATV amplifiers is caused by 
many mechanisms, all of which must be suppressed simultaneously 
to achieve the desired low levels of distortion. If one form of 
distortion is severe,suppression of all the others does not show 
in the result. If two forms remain significant and one is rising 
while the other is falling, as a function of voltage, current, 
frequency or temperature, nulls appear in the results. At TRW, 
we have identified (1) power loading as a cause of temperature 
variation, (2) signal swing around the de bias as a variation in 
the instantaneous characteristic of the transistor, and (3) band
width as a frequency variation in the instantaneous characteristic 
of the transistor as the primary distortion producing reechanisms. 
We then designed the SLAH transistor to suppress the effects of 
temperature, Vc, and Ic on the transistor characteristic. Finally 
the circuit, to match the transistor, was designed to provide a 
flat response over the CATV band, to reduce the remaining dis
tortion~ and to compensate the phase over the CATV band via 
feedback. The transistor is packaged in a low parasitic strip
line stud to preserve the thermal design. 
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Fig. 8. Base-emitter diode characteristic. 
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